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**Abstract.**

The increasing use of social media (Twitter) has made it a platform for the public to express their views on the Indonesian presidential candidate in the 2024 elections. The sentiment expressed through comments on Twitter provides important insights into the public perception of the candidates. However, given the volume and speed at which information is disseminated on social media, manual analysis of this sentiment becomes impractical. Therefore, the use of the Naïve Bayes algorithm for automatic sentiment analysis is considered essential to understanding voter support and preferences. The study aims to analyze Twitter users' sentiments towards three Indonesian presidential candidates in 2024, Anies, Ganjar, and Prabowo, using the Naïve Bayes algorithm. We categorize the results of this analysis into three sentiment categories: positive, negative, and neutral. The methods used in the study involved collecting Twitter comment data related to the three candidates, pre-processing data, labeling data, applying the Naïve Bayes algorithm for the classification of sentiment, and evaluation of the performance of the algorithm performed by calculating the level of accuracy. The results of the research showed that the Naïve Bayes algorithm was able to classify sentiments with fairly high precision, namely 75.54% for Anies, 82.74% for Ganjar, and 75.24% for Prabowo. The conclusion of this study is that sentimental analysis using the Naïve Bayes algorithm can provide significant insights into voter preferences and support. The sentimental data generated can serve as a strong foundation for decision-makers to design campaign strategies that are more effective and responsive to public perception. This research also opens up opportunities for further development in the use of sentimental analysis techniques in politics and campaigns.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Social media is very useful in disseminating information to the public, as it is one of the most widely used media for the public to obtain knowledge. According to the We Are Social survey, by 2023, there will be 167 million people in Indonesia who are active on social media [1]. Twitter is the most widely used social media site in Indonesia, with approximately 24 million users by 2023 [2], [3], [4]. Twitter plays a significant role in shaping the narrative and public view of various emerging issues by rapidly and widely disseminating information and narratives. It also serves as a platform for challenging securitization narratives and promoting alternative perspectives [5]. Through the use of tags (#) related to a governmental event or policy, Twitter can serve as a tool for mobilizing support or protest [6]. Twitter users in Indonesia are currently discussing the 2024 presidential elections, frequently bringing up presidential candidates such as Ganjar Pranowo, Anies Baswedan, and Prabowo Subianto [7]. Many polling agencies have expressed public opinion about the 2024 presidential candidate's election. One of the many polling agencies, Charta Politika, predicted the eligibility of Ganjar Pranowo at 42.8%, Anies Baswedan at 28.1%, and Prabowo Subianto at 23.9% [8]. Public emotions about this political topic vary widely, ranging from support to hatred, and there are often hate speeches associated with presidential candidates involved in presidential elections [9]. This issue has become the main topic of discussion because the public wants to know the potential candidates to advance in the forthcoming presidential election. In a constantly changing political situation, Twitter has become the main platform for people to express their opinions and keep up with the latest developments [10].

Public posts on Twitter related to the 2024 presidential election contain a vast amount of tweet data, showcasing a variety of positive and negative views. The data collected from Twitter can provide a more comprehensive picture of voter preferences and ongoing political dynamics. This analysis can help political observers and candidates better understand the needs and expectations of the public in order to formulate an
effective campaign strategy. To classify sentimental tendencies, we can process and analyze the tweet data set. We can utilize Twitter as a repository for sentimental data, allowing us to delve deeper into the information and identify patterns [11]. A society's mood can reveal the political preferences of its members [12], [13]. However, analyzing the sentiment of hundreds of thousands, even millions, of tweets takes a lot of time and effort [14]. As a result, the use of automated sentiment analysis technology can assist in processing tweet data efficiently and accurately [15], [16]. Thus, the information obtained from the sentimental analysis of tweets can provide valuable insights for decision-makers. Several previous studies have explored the use of sentiment analysis to understand public opinion and political discourse on Twitter using a variety of algorithms. Research by [17] showed the effectiveness of using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Word2Vec algorithms to analyze sentiment against political candidates on Twitter. However, this research is limited to the data proposition: this study mentions four data propositions but does not explain them. Although SVM is effective, it is often a "black box," and it is difficult to understand why models make specific classifications.

The research by [18] demonstrated the usefulness of Twitter data and information in generating alternative predictions and survey methods. Due to the limited time of the study, we need to conduct additional research to collect and analyze similar data during the selection period. This may indicate that Twitter has the ability to predict surveys earlier or better. The research by [19] used the K-Nearest Neighbors method for sentiment analysis, resulting in a sentiment classification accuracy rate of 86.48%. However, this study does not explain the context of tweets. For example, the frequently appearing "anias" does not reveal whether the sentiment around the candidate is positive or negative without further analysis. According to [20]'s research, Ganjar Pranowo had the most positive tweets and the most pro accounts. On the other hand, Prabowo Subianto was the subject of the most negative sentiment and controversy. However, this study does not explicitly address the collection of tweets or the use of keywords or filters. This study acknowledges the importance of language but does not clarify how the analysis reflects Indonesian cultural nuances, slang, or humor. While research mentions using Twitter data and analyzing word frequency, there is no detailed description of the methods and special tools used for data collection, sentiment analysis, and demographic analysis. Research conducted by [21] produced the Naive Bayes model developed, showing a success rate with an accuracy of 74% for Anies Baswedan, 74% for Ganjar, and 88% for Prabowo.

However, this study ignores the sentiment of neutrality: the percentage of positive and negative feelings for each candidate does not always add up to 100%, suggesting that neutral feelings may have gone unnoticed. According to previous research, the Naive Bayes algorithm is the best for sentimental classification because it is simple to understand, faster in calculation, and requires little data training [22]. In a study using the Naive Bayes method to analyze the sentiment towards the Telkomsel service provider on Twitter, it was found that 51 tweets had negative sentiment and 49 tweets had positive sentiment, with a category determination accuracy rate of 70.21 percent [23]. In the study that analyzed the sentiment of Twitter users towards the performance of the People's Council of Representatives using Naive Bayes’ method, it obtained a degree of precision with a score of 80% [24]. The Naive Bayes algorithm also proved accurate in conducting an analysis of Twitter user sentiment with an accurate value of 88% [25]. The study aims to conduct a sentimental analysis of Twitter users' comments about Indonesia's 2024 presidential candidate using the Naive Bayes algorithm. We will categorize the results of this sentimentality analysis into three classes of sentiment: positive, negative, and neutral. To evaluate the performance of Naive Bayes, an accuracy matrix is used. We expect the research to aid in predicting public support for the presidential candidate and offer a more precise understanding of voter preferences. Thus, the results of sentimental analysis can be a strong foundation for decision-makers in designing an effective campaign strategy.

II. METHODS

The research methodology involves several systematic steps. This methodology provides a comprehensive framework for conducting Twitter users' sentimental analysis of Indonesia's 2024 presidential candidate using the Naive Bayes algorithm. Figure 1 shows the research measures that were used.
The first phase is data collection. This phase entails the collection of relevant Twitter data for the 2024 Indonesian presidential candidate. The collected data consists of tweets that mention the candidate's name, utilizing the hashtags #anies, #ganjar, and #prabowo. Data collected include tweet text, metadata such as the time of posting, the number of retweets, likes, and the identity of users. We must process the raw data from the collected tweets to prepare them for further analysis. Text preprocessing is the process that includes case folding, normalization, stopword removal, tokenizing, and stemming. Case folding will turn all letters in the text into small letters to avoid word differences caused by the use of capital letters. Normalization will remove or replace special characters and unnecessary symbols, such as over-read marks, numbers, or emoji. Stopword Removal will remove common words that do not contain important information, such as "and," "or," "with," and so on. Tokenizing will split text into words or tokens. For example, "Call of the President" becomes ["Calon," "President"]). Stemming will turn words into their basic form. For instance, stemming will transform the words "play," "play," and "play" into "play."

Following the preprocessing of the text, we label the data according to the sentiment present in the tweet. ata based on the sentiment contained in the tweet. The sentiment Machine learning algorithms, trained with previously labeled data, automatically perform the labeling have been trained with previously labelled data. The fourth phase is the classification of sentiments using the Naïve Bayes algorithm. We use this to predict sentiments from tweets using processed and labeled data. The algorithm determines the likelihood of a tweet falling into a specific sentiment category (positive, negative, or neutral) by analyzing the frequency of words in that category in the training data. This algorithm uses the Bayes rule to combine the individual probabilities of the words into the overall probability of the sentiment category. The Naïve Bayes model is trained with data that has been labeled. The model uses this data to calculate the basic probability of each word in each sentiment category. We then tested the model using new data to predict the sentiment of unlabelled tweets. The final stage is to evaluate the model's performance using accuracy metrics to ensure that it provides accurate predictions..

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This research applies the Naïve Bayes algorithm implemented using the Python programming language on Google Colab. The results of the research method implementation are then presented systematically in accordance with the phases of the research methodology described earlier. The data
collection took place on December 15, 2023, after the first three days of the 2024 presidential candidate debate using the Twitter API. Before collecting data, users must have a developer account. Data obtained in CSV format. Pre-processing steps, such as folding case folding, normalization, stopword removal, tokenizing, and stemming, are performed on the data. We then filter the data to remove recurring tweets (spam) and capture tweets with empty cells. Figure 2 shows changes in the amount of data before and after preprocessing.

![Fig 2. Dataset](image)

Figure 2 shows the amount of data used in this study. The original data collected through scraping techniques on Twitter amounted to 1177 records. Following the data preprocessing stage and the removal of duplicate data, we reduced the data to 892 records. The tweet data for the hashtags #anies, #ganjar, and #prabowo totaled 278, 307, and 307, respectively.

![Fig 3. WordCloud Anies Baswedan](image)

Figure 3 is the result of wordcloud words that often appear from Twitter users' comments about Anies Baswedan. Wordcloud is a visual representation of the words that most often appear in Twitter users' tweets related to the presidential candidate of Indonesia 2024. The words that more frequently appear are displayed in larger font sizes. "anies" is the most prominent word in this wordcloud, indicating that the name Anies (referring to Anies Baswedan) is often mentioned in tweets. The word "debat" also has a large appearance, suggesting that discussions or debates relating to the candidate for President Anies Baswedan are important topics on Twitter. "baik" refers to the positive sentiment that often appears in the tweet. "pak" indicates that many Twitter users refer to respected candidates such as "pak". "pilih" is an important word because it indicates the context of the election or against the election of the president. Other prominent words such as: "dukung", "jadi", "baswedan" are words that indicate discussion of support for Anies Baswedan as president's candidate. While other topics detected such as "gempa", "polusi", "dana", and "debat" suggest that other issues such as natural disasters, the environment, and finance are also part of the discussion. Words such as "good", "back", "pilih", "capres", indicate a positive sentiment towards presidential candidate Anies Baswedan.

![Fig 4. WordCloud Ganjar Pranowo](image)
Figure 4 This image is a wordcloud result of tweets of words that often appear from Twitter users' comments about Ganjar Pranowo. The word "ganjar" is the most prominent word in this wordcloud, indicating that the name Ganjar (referring to Ganjar Pranowo) is often mentioned in tweets. The word "pranowo" is Ganjar's full name, reinforcing the focus of the discussion on this figure. The word "pimpin" shows the aspiration or hope that Ganjar Pranowo will lead. The word "keluarga" is quite a big word, indicating a discussion regarding family values or perhaps Ganjar's role in the family. The word "jadi" stands out, indicating a context of hope or aspiration to become something, perhaps related to the position of the presidency. Other words that stand out such as "positif", "baik" indicate a strong positive sentiment towards Ganjar Pranowo. Meanwhile, other topics detected such as "jakarta", "jatim" indicate that the discussion may also involve issues in Jakarta and East Java. Words such as "positif", "baik", "dukung", "harapan", and "pimpin" show the dominant positive sentiment in tweets with the hashtag #ganjar. There are not many negative words that stand out in this wordcloud, indicating that the sentiment towards Ganjar Pranowo in these tweets is mostly positive.

Figure 5 wordcloud visualization of tweets with the hashtag #prabowo. The word “prabowo” is the biggest and most prominent word, indicating that Prabowo is the main topic in these tweets. The word “bareng” also appears quite large, perhaps indicating that many tweets talk about togetherness or collaboration. The word “demokrat” is one of the words that is often mentioned. The word “ahy” is also frequently mentioned, most likely related to political discussions and alliances. The word “anies” is also quite large, indicating that he is another figure who is often discussed in this context. Other words that often appear, such as “presiden,” indicate that much of the discussion revolves around the presidential election. The word “menang” indicates a lot of discussion about the chances of winning. Many politics-related words include “partai,” “kampanye,” “program,” “jabatan,” and “pemerintah.” Some words indicate sentiment or action, such as “dukung,” “gabung,” “tolak,” “pilih,” and “menang.” The names of other figures that appear such as "Jokowi", "SBY", and "Anies" indicate that the discussion also involves comparisons or relationships with other political figures. Words such as “instruksi,” “debat,” “kader,” “masalah,” and “program” indicate that much of the discussion is also related to specific issues or policies. Words like “bangsa,” “megara,” and “rakyat” indicate that many tweets spoke about the national impact of the presidential election. Through the size of the words and the frequency of their appearance, it can be seen that discussions around Prabowo are very diverse, covering various topics from campaigns, support, electability, to other political parties such as the Democrats, and other political figures.
Fig 6. Comparison of Positive Sentiments of 2024 Presidential Candidates

Figure 6 shows a comparison of Twitter users’ number of positive sentiments to the 2024 Indonesian presidential candidate. Ganjar has the highest number of positive sentiments among the three candidates, at 280. Anies has the second-highest positive sentiment with 176. Prabowo, out of the three, exhibits the least positive emotions, scoring 162.

Fig 7. Comparison of Neutral Sentiments of 2024 Presidential Candidates

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the number of Twitter users with neutral sentiments to the 2024 Indonesian presidential candidate. Prabowo has the highest number of neutral sentiments among the three candidates, which is 127. With 77, Anies has the second highest number of neutral sentiments.

Fig 8. Comparison of Negative Sentiments of 2024 Presidential Candidates
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the number of Twitter users with neutral sentiments to the 2024 Indonesian presidential candidate. Anies has the highest number of negative sentiments, at 25. This shows that of the three candidates, Anies is the one who receives the most negative feedback from Twitter users. Ganjar and Prabowo share the same number of negative sentiments, totaling 18. Compared to Anies, both candidates receive less negative feedback.

![Comparison of Naive Bayes Accuracy](image)

**Fig 9.** Comparison of Naive Bayes Accuracy

Figure 9 compares the accuracy of the Naïve Bayes algorithm in analyzing Twitter users’ sentiment towards three Indonesian presidential candidates in 2024. Ganjar showed the highest accuracy in Twitter user sentiment analysis with a score of 82.74%. This shows that the Naïve Bayes algorithm was able to classify Twitter users’ feelings towards Ganjar with a higher accurate rate than the other two candidates. Anies has an accuracy of 75.54%, and Prabowo has a precision of 75.24%. Both of these values are very close, suggesting that the Naïve Bayes algorithm has almost the same level of precision in classifying Twitter users’ feelings towards Anies and Prabowo. There are quite significant differences in accuracy between Ganjar and the other two candidates. Ganjar’s accuracy difference is about 7.2% higher than Anies’ and 7.5% higher than Prabowo’s. This research provides a strong foundation for decision-makers in designing more effective campaign strategies. By understanding public sentiment, campaign teams can adjust their messages and strategies to enhance positive sentiment and reduce negative sentiment. Knowing that Ganjar has a more easily classified sentiment, the campaign team can focus on the aspects that cause him positive or neutral sentiment and work on strategies for reducing negative sentiments. Decision makers, including political parties, campaign teams, and political analysts, can utilize the sentimental data generated by this study to make more informed decisions. The decisions made will be more targeted and aligned with public preferences and perceptions. This study could serve as the foundation for more in-depth research. For instance, we can enhance sentimental accuracy and understanding by incorporating other algorithms or employing more advanced natural language processing techniques. Additionally, one can periodically conduct a temporal analysis or trend of sentiment to observe changes in sentiment throughout the campaign period.

IV. **CONCLUSION**

The Naïve Bayes algorithm has proven effective in classifying Twitter users’ sentiments towards three presidential candidates. All candidates demonstrate a fairly high accuracy of 75.54% for Anies, 82.74% for Ganjar, and 75.24% for Prabowo. High precision indicates that this algorithm is capable of effectively capturing sentiment patterns and characteristics in Twitter texts. Ganjar achieves the highest accuracy of 82.74%, indicating that this algorithm more easily classifies sentiments against Ganjar. This may be due to the existence of a clearer and more consistent pattern of sentiments towards Ganjar. We can more accurately predict public support for each presidential candidate by understanding the distribution of positive, negative, and neutral sentiments. This sentiment data can be an initial indicator of voter tendencies and potential...
changes in voter preferences during campaigns. This research suggests that sentimental analysis using the Naïve Bayes algorithm can provide valuable insights into voter preferences and public support for Indonesia’s 2024 presidential candidate. The results of this analysis, with their relatively high accuracy, can serve as a guide for designing more effective campaign strategies and for making more data-driven decisions. It shows the enormous potential of sentimental analysis techniques in political and campaign contexts, providing a powerful tool for decision makers to understand and respond to public sentiment more efficiently.
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